It is very important for me to study at ESL programs, ELC, not just simply the study of English. This also helps me to get used of this strange place, just like a mother. The professors and staff help me here to have a business social environment, to get we international students together to have a first relationship in the United State. They try everything they could to help us to have a good start. The next stage, university. We international students are not just normal students than others, we are from everywhere in the world, and basically we are good at something. Like me, I traveled many counties and learned many knowledge from these countries that I have stayed. Each country of them are very welcome the international student, because for them, the international students are the power of their country and also benefit their people from the variety of contact and communication. However, I have no idea it happens in the United State, especially in Las Vegas the great city that welcome anyone from the world. We study hard and have a high expectation for our future life. We will do more to help this country which cares helping us. Ten times than ELC or UNLV have been taken care of us.

We need this relationship with ELC, and we will surely feel helpless if we lost ELC. Please keep this important place for us, please keep those great professors and staff who always help me international students. For the long site, we international students will be a strong strange for the UNLV and United States in the future. That is why United States is great for. Thank you very much!